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Patient handoffs at shift change are a ubiquitous and potentially hazardous process in emergency care. As crowding and lengthy evaluations become the standard for an increasing proportion of emergency departments (EDs), the number of patients handed off will likely increase. It is critical now more than ever before to ensure that handoffs supply valid and useful shared understandings between providers at transitions of care. The purpose of this article is to provide the most up-to-date evidence and collective thinking about the process and safety of handoffs between physicians in the ED. It offers perspectives from other disciplines, provides a conceptual framework for handoffs, and categorizes models of existing practices. Legal and risk management issues are also addressed. A proposal for the development of handoff quality measures is outlined. Practical strategies are suggested to improve ED handoffs. Finally, a research agenda is proposed to provide a roadmap to future work that may increase knowledge in this area. [Ann Emerg Med. 2009;xx:xxx.]
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

According to the Institute of Medicine’s landmark patient safety publication *To Err Is Human: Building a Safer Health System*, emergency departments (EDs) are susceptible to “high error rates with serious consequences.” When sentinel events occur, communication errors are deemed to be the root cause in about 70% of cases. In addition, 84% of treatment delays are later judged to be due to miscommunication. Of these, 62% are continuum-of-care issues associated with shift changes. This realization led the Joint Commission to exhort in its 2006 National Patient Safety Goal 2E, “implement a standardized approach to ‘handoff’ communications, including an opportunity to ask and respond to questions.”6

A transition occurs when 2 or more workers exchange mission-specific information, responsibility, and authority for an operation. This exchange in clinical practice is commonly referred to as a “sign-out” or “handoff.” A growing body of literature refers to these as “transitions of care.” In this article, these terms are used interchangeably.

Effective communication in emergency physician–physician handoffs is poorly studied. Much of the peer-reviewed literature is limited to case reports and commentaries. This lack of empirical evidence recently prompted the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality to make research on handoffs a priority.16

Perspectives from Other Disciplines

Handoffs in other high-risk industries such as aerospace, nuclear power, and aviation can offer worthwhile lessons to health care practitioners. Observations of shift changes at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Johnson Space Center highlight the importance of a “question and answer period” to detect errors in assessments and plans. Los Angeles–class nuclear submariners are trained to use “precise, unambiguous, impersonal and efficient” language to navigate safely. In the aviation industry, pilots are required to perform scripted preflight emergency briefings. Highly effective flight crews use one third of their communication time to discuss threats and errors in their environment, regardless of workload, whereas poor-performing flight teams spend about 5% of their time on these issues.

Purpose and Conceptual Framework

EDs provide clinical care 24 hours a day and physicians work in shifts. There is a period around the time of shift change when providers transfer information, primary authority, and responsibility for patient care. Other aspects of the care environment, such as diversion status, boarding patients, pending transfers, equipment, and personnel issues, are also sometimes discussed. Handoffs can be a source of liability and error but also an opportunity for rescue when the re-evaluation of a case from a fresh perspective may result in preventing or recovering from an adverse event.

Although current handoff practices vary considerably, there are commonalities in structure and purpose. Four phases of handoffs have been identified (Table 1): (1) preturnover time, in which the departing emergency physician prepares for the upcoming handoff; (2) arrival, in which the appearance of the oncoming emergency physician heralds the beginning of a new shift; (3) meeting, in which there is an exchange of information.

Table 1. Stages of care transition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Examples of Transition Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preturnover Arrival</td>
<td>Organization and updating of information</td>
<td>Poor situational awareness of current state of the ED and hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting</td>
<td>Specific face-to-face exchange</td>
<td>Delaying handoff while intermittently continuing care or abruptly stopping care when help arrives without reaching closure point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-turnover</td>
<td>New provider must integrate new information and begin patient care of both patients handed off and newly arriving patients</td>
<td>Departing physician could</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Pass incomplete or incorrect information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Provide information in a disorganized or confusing manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Fail to provide a clear clinical impression (what is wrong) and plan (what needs to be done)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Receiving physician could</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Misunderstand passed information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Not listen (distractions/fatigue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prematurely close: jump to a conclusion because of patient or provider characteristics (eg, when an intern reports to a senior resident)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Failure to include important parties (medical student, nurses)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Incoming physician could</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Forget key tasks or information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Act on a plan without careful thought (not thinking critically)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and understandings among the physicians; and (4) *post-turnover time*, in which the receiving physician assumes care and the departing physician focuses on unfinished tasks and clarifies critical information.\(^{30,31}\)

Health care professionals tend to view handoffs as simply a process to transfer information. Table 2 offers several alternative conceptual frameworks with associated functions and risks and indicates how they may enlighten specific interventions.\(^{32,33}\)

With all 4 conceptual framings, providers use handoffs to develop a shared understanding among caregivers, which includes the patient’s clinical picture, his or her recent course, therapies administered, rationale for pending diagnostic tests and therapies, and likely disposition. Providers make the transition from one case to the next when there is an adequate understanding of a patient’s case. The degree to which patient information is summarized or compressed is a reflection of several factors: the volume and complexity of patients to be handed off, the degree to which a patient “matches” well-understood patterns in the field of emergency medicine, the amount of “work” remaining for the receiving emergency physician, the time allotted for the transition to take place, and the demand for attention required by other concurrent events.\(^{23}\) However, there are times when the receiving provider is unable to achieve an adequate understanding of the patient’s clinical status, so further evaluation of the patient is performed in the posthandoff period.\(^{22}\)

**ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL ERRORS AND BARRIERS TO EFFECTIVE HANDOFFS**

Transitions in care lead to adverse patient outcomes for many reasons. Contributing factors to a poor handoff may be attributed to the patient, provider, team, task, technology, or

---

**Table 2. Conceptual framings for handoffs.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptual Frame</th>
<th>Primary Function</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information processing</td>
<td>Transfer data through a noisy communication channel</td>
<td>Missing or inaccurate data</td>
<td>Ensure minimum data set content is transferred and accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereotypical narratives</td>
<td>Categorize by stereotypical narrative and highlight deviations</td>
<td>Inappropriately applying default assumptions</td>
<td>Explicitly label stereotypical narratives and highlight deviations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social interaction</td>
<td>Coconstruction of shared mental model</td>
<td>Failing to support shared sense-making and anticipation</td>
<td>Encourage flexible, adaptive, tailored sharing of perspectives on data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resilience</td>
<td>Cross-check assumptions with a fresh perspective</td>
<td>Incorrect framing of problems/ risks and solutions/strategies</td>
<td>Create a supportive environment that encourages cross-checking through a question and answer period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Conceptual model for barriers in handoffs.**
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The concept of a signal-to-noise ratio, borrowed from the field of electrical engineering, illustrates the difficulty of communicating a clear message against a loud and disruptive background. This notion has particular meaning in the ED, where staff interruptions, ongoing patient concerns, emergency medical services radio calls, temporal pressures, and the routine chaos of the work environment can all overwhelm the few moments of directed attention required for safe and effective handoffs. Disorganized handoffs themselves can add to the distractions because extraneous data may drown out essential messages and details.

Conciseness Versus Completeness
Every moment in a busy ED represents valuable time that must be used efficiently. The quality of the handoff thus depends on an appropriate balance of completeness and conciseness. Sometimes an adequate handoff can be limited to a short phrase with a working diagnosis and a disposition, as with the stable patient whose ED visit is nearing its conclusion and whose likelihood of requiring further intervention is low. This abbreviated handoff may not suffice for a patient whose course is more complicated.

No Standard Approach
The peer-reviewed literature offers few clues to guide best practices. Physicians often default to individualized practices based on local norms, their own experiences, and situational preferences. The content, location, style, and length of handoffs can be inconsistent and unpredictable. This lack of standardization can make it difficult for both the departing and receiving physician to communicate effectively.

Ambiguous Moment of Transition of Care
After the handoff communication has occurred, the departing physician will sometimes remain in the ED to complete charts or unfinished tasks. ED staff may be confused about which physician is in charge of the patients who were handed off. Management decisions are often directed to the departing physician, possibly leaving the receiving physician uninformed on important clinical events unless the departing physician updates the receiving physician.

No Clear High-Risk Triggers for the Dangerous Handoffs
Emergency medicine training conditions physicians to search for “red flags” and high-risk situations that may require more vigilance. Unfortunately, little information exists to help identify a potentially dangerous handoff situation. “Red flags” may include an uncertain diagnosis, an unstable patient, an unclear disposition, a consultant-driven evaluation, a pending imaging study, deviations from a typical diagnosis or treatment plan, a patient with a psychiatric illness, and a prolonged stay in the ED. Further study is needed to characterize reliable high-risk triggers.

Cognitive Bias
Patient information relayed from one physician to another is often subjective and prone to cognitive bias. In the transfer of care, the receiving physician usually relies on the clinical acumen and recall of the departing colleague. When the receiving physician assumes the interpretation of the initial physician, based on erroneous information or a faulty clinical impression, adverse outcomes may result. Nearly every handoff carries this risk of “diagnosis momentum.” The receiving physician is subject to his or her own cognitive bias and may interpret what is communicated during the handoff through a faulty lens (eg, being adversely influenced by distraction, being inexperienced). A particularly common form of cognitive bias is “anchoring,” which is the tendency to rely too heavily on one piece of information or trait of the presentation according to one’s beliefs or experiences with the same or similar patients.

Economic Construct of the ED Group
Physician compensation methods can also exert considerable influence on the patient handoff. Productivity-based systems tend to discourage handoffs in patient care and may financially motivate the initiating physician to continue patient care to disposition. In an hourly pay system, there are fewer disincentives to turn over patients to the next physician. The receiving physician in such a system may inherit multiple patients in various stages of evaluation and must assume responsibility for making the appropriate disposition of patients in whose treatment they were not initially involved. Either system can influence handoffs for better or worse. Thoughtfully blended systems may enhance the advantages of each while minimizing the barriers to effective handoffs.

Additional Factors
Unavoidable task factors, such as an uncertain diagnosis, and patient factors, such as a language barrier, may predict a more problematic handoff. In addition, several institutional factors, including inpatient boarding and a chaotic work environment, may contribute to an adverse handoff. In summary, a number of formidable forces work against a safe, effective, and efficient handoff, and these factors must first be recognized to be mitigated.

MODELS OF HANDOFFS
The most common handoff practice in EDs today is a one-to-one provider exchange between like professionals (eg, physicians, nurses, midlevel providers). This is typically a
narrative-based discussion or interactive verbal exchange focused on the most salient points in each patient’s care, sometimes with the receiving provider taking notes. This approach has the advantage of being well accepted, well practiced, and conformable to the situation, timing, and persons involved.

However, this popular model of handoffs has its limitations. Major pitfalls include incompleteness and inconsistency. Several alternative models and methods have been proposed and used to improve handoffs. The components of these models include participants (single versus multidisciplinary), location (central versus bedside), method of exchange (written versus verbal), and the use of adjuncts (eg, templates, mnemonics, computers).

Single Versus Multidisciplinary Handoff

Currently, most handoffs occur among providers of the same type (ie, on a single-disciplinary team). The advantage of this model is that it is efficient and focused: physicians hear what physicians need and nurses hear what nurses need. It also makes available a portion of the staff to guard the department while the other group performs their handoff. Handoffs may also occur as part of a multidisciplinary team. In this model, different team members (eg, nurses, physicians, midlevel providers, pharmacists) contribute to and participate in the handoff. These types of handoffs are common in inpatient services. The advantage of this model is that it integrates viewpoints of different providers, builds a team approach, and enables participants to serve as a “check and balance” for one another. There is little evidence available to support the superiority of either model as a best practice in the ED.

Handoff Location

Handoffs may occur at the patient’s bedside or in a central location. Most commonly, the exchange takes place at a central location (eg, in the provider’s work area or in front of a computer or a whiteboard). This method provides easy access to written patient information (computers, charts, etc), is less time consuming, and affords greater privacy. Some physicians advocate that handoffs occur at the patient’s bedside. The advantages of bedside handoffs include being able to introduce the patient and the receiving physician, the ability to integrate patient input into the transfer and update the patient on his or her status, and an opportunity for the receiving physician to directly assess the patient. The effectiveness of bedside rounding on handoffs, including patient and provider satisfaction, is unknown.

Use of Written Aids

Written aids have been recommended as a means of improving communication during handoffs. This method goes beyond the typical narrative model of the departing physician giving a verbal handoff while the receiving physician listens and takes notes. It implies that the critical elements of each patient’s status and care plan will be documented by the departing physician. Written aids confer an additional measure of reliability because the essential information is recorded and can be easily referenced.

Templates are a specific written aid designed to help guide handoffs. Few have been formally studied in the ED setting. The goal is to improve salience and avoid information loss. But template formats with a prespecified, rigid structure may actually increase the potential for error in some circumstances by being unnecessarily comprehensive and concealing essential messages.

Use of Mnemonics

Published handoff mnemonics include SBAR, the 5-Ps, I PASS the BATON, HANDOFF, and SIGN OUT. These and several other hospital-based handoff templates include a number of data elements that may not be relevant to ED practice or have unnatural information flows that could decrease efficiency and be impractical to implement. A recent review of the literature identified 24 unique handoff mnemonics. The authors concluded, however, that the literature studied was “not of sufficient quality and quantity to synthesize into evidence-based recommendations.”

Computer-Assisted Handoff

As electronic health records become more common in EDs, they will likely play a larger role in the handoff process. Some computerized handoff tools have improved communication and reduced adverse events on surgical training services. However, studies of these tools found them to be complex templates with numerous data elements that enforce a level of compliance and detail not desirable in ED settings. In addition, if tools or templates are not an inherent part of the medical record, their use could introduce redundant documentation.

Despite the limitations of electronic health records, there is promise that these systems can offer several advantages over the traditional oral or pen-to-paper methods. These include functionality that can prompt users to communicate essential information and improve compliance, allow focused templates or updates to be added to the medical record, aid with retrieval of information, and monitor handoff practices. Although these systems may serve as adjuncts to the transfer of care, the importance of an interactive exchange between care providers will remain. Perhaps the greatest benefit of electronic health records is that, by providing detailed information on demand, they may allow handoffs to focus more on integrated patient assessments and less on mere information exchange.

QUALITY MEASURES

Attempts to improve health care in the modern era frequently involve the development, ratification, and enactment of quality measures. Particular importance can be applied to a measure if individual providers or institutions are required to publicly report their performance or if financial incentives or disincentives are attached to them.
Handoff quality measures can be grouped into those that quantify the outcomes, the content, and the processes of handoffs.\(^{32}\) Metrics to quantify outcome measures can be developed to mirror the handoff objectives listed in Figure 2. Outcome metrics can also be developed to evaluate the overall success of the handoff process from the perspective of the receiving and departing provider (eg, satisfaction with the handoff event or the subjective attainment of a “shared mental model”).

Measures of handoff content are more straightforward. One can estimate the thoroughness of a handoff by evaluating whether certain key items are communicated (eg, name, location, allergies, plan). The main difficulty is in identifying what items should be included in this minimum data set content. Several health care groups have attempted to codify a list of items necessary for a successful handoff, and the components of their suggested mnemonics reveal considerable variability.\(^{46-48}\) Even within a specific clinical scenario, essential information seems to depend on the situation.

Finally, specific handoff interaction processes can be conceptualized and measured according to their frequency. Assignment of “essential” processes can be seemingly arbitrary. Potentially useful elements include minimizing interruptions, inviting interactive questioning, identifying tasks to be done by the receiving provider, and using closed-loop verification communication techniques for critical information.

Although measurement is desirable and may be useful, it can also instigate new risks. Attempts at measurement that do not consider unintended consequences can lead to the introduction of policies that may actually worsen handoff processes and even increase the incidence of adverse events.

### Figure 2. Measures of handoff outcomes.

- Knowing the historical narrative
- Being aware of significant data or events
- Knowing what data are important for monitoring changes
- Being prepared to deal with effects of previous events
- Anticipating future events
- Understanding the current plan of care strategy
- Performing planned tasks
- Alerting others to the completion of interdependent tasks

### STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE HANDFOWNS

**Standardization of handoffs** is often proposed as a panacea for reducing shift-change variability and errors.\(^{56,57}\) Unfortunately, there is little agreement about what essential information and processes should be included in a “standard” handoff. Thus, any attempt to make content and processes uniform can cause difficulties when the details that one provider considers “essential” are omitted. On the other hand, compiling all the data and processes that every provider considers indispensable may be unwieldy; some of the information may not be useful and may obscure more than it reveals.\(^{32}\)

The best handoffs appear to be discipline specific and patient specific.\(^{58}\) Several unique features should be considered when any handoff strategy is implemented in the ED. Suggestions to help “standardize” and potentially improve the handoff process are listed below:

**Reduce the Number of Unnecessary Handoffs**

The natural conclusion of a patient’s visit in the ED is occasionally within a short period from the change of shift. Allowing a buffer time between shift changes, either by scheduling overlapping shifts or protecting the departing physician from acquiring new patients at the end of the shift, may reduce delays in disposition or incidences of miscommunication. However, a diagnosis or disposition should not be forced. It is more sensible to concede that the evaluation is in progress, the diagnosis is uncertain, or the disposition is unclear than to force a premature end to a patient’s visit for sake of expediency. An appropriate handoff is always a safer option.

**Limit Interruptions and Distractions as much as is Practicable**

The effect of an adverse local environment should not be underestimated. The integrity of the handoff process is compromised in loud and chaotic EDs in which the departing provider is anxious to leave and the attention of the receiving provider is diverted. Choosing a quiet and dedicated space will help protect the sanctity of the handoff process.\(^{31,57,59}\)

**Provide a Succinct Overview**

A major goal of the handoff is to encapsulate and provide a clear summary of the patient’s visit. It is difficult to later recall the relevant features if they are hidden in a myriad of unnecessary detail. Begin the presentation of each patient with a chief complaint, followed by an assessment, plan, and disposition, if possible.
Communicate Outstanding Tasks, Anticipate Changes, and have a Clear Plan

Patients whose diagnosis or disposition is unclear represent a population that is particularly at risk for an adverse event from a handoff. Departing physicians should communicate all outstanding studies, consultations, or other information that is still pending. As best as possible, departing physicians should attempt to anticipate results and have contingency plans if results are not as expected. Similarly, authority issues should be spelled out (for example, “the neurosurgical service is waiting for the results of the computed tomography scan and then they will determine the patient’s disposition”). Special attention should be focused on patients with potential management issues that may occur soon after the handoff. Those patients should be explicitly identified and have clear care plans (for example, “if the repeat [or next set of] cardiac markers are increasing, notify the admitting physician and redirect the patient to the ICU”).

Make Information Readily Available for Direct Review

Laboratory and imaging studies should be available for independent review by the receiving team. Documentation, if immediately available, such as provided by an electronic medical record, handwritten chart, or rapidly transcribed dictation, may allow a more truncated handoff by providing a backup information source.

Encourage Questioning and Discussion of Assessments

The receiving physician should be encouraged to clarify issues and, if possible, discuss the rationale behind clinical impressions.19 This cross-checking practice may identify key issues that need to be clarified to form an adequate shared understanding and detect erroneous assessments and plans. If this opportunity to interact is not readily available (eg, if the handoff is conducted through an interim third party or by recorded notes only), the handoff process is compromised.

Account for All Patients

Ensure that a handoff is given on every patient for whom the receiving physician will be responsible. If a patient has temporarily left the department (eg, to go to dialysis), the receiving physician should be given the same handoff as if the patient were still physically present in the ED.

Signal a Clear Moment in Transition of Care

Communicate in an unambiguous, preferably visible manner that a handoff has occurred. It may be helpful to hardwire the process such that only one physician can be assigned to a patient at any time (eg, through transfer of a pager or telephone or by changing names on the whiteboard or computer). The receiving provider should take full responsibility for the patients who were handed off and resist the temptation to avoid getting involved.60

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH AGENDA

The study of ED handoffs is in its infancy. Research in this area goes beyond usual clinical epidemiologic approaches. It can also be studied from the perspective of behavioral scientists. Engaging psychologists, communications specialists, and human factors experts may create a team that is more effective in revealing meaningful characterizations, interventions, and best practices.

A research agenda for this relatively uncharted field is proposed in Figure 3. Better systems are needed to quantify the true incidence of faulty handoffs and their magnitude of potential harm. “High-risk” features that lead to problematic handoffs need to be characterized, possibly through examination of legal claims data and development of surveillance systems. Templates, computers, and other technologic aids to support handoffs are areas rich for study. Best practices need to be derived and validated. Finally, the implementation of these practices needs to include the development of modalities for training including simulation, behavior modification, and monitoring performance.

CONCLUSION

Handoffs in the ED will remain a patient safety issue as long as patient stays overlap provider shifts. Simple solutions are elusive, especially because of the number and complexity of issues involved. This article provides a roadmap on how to conceptualize the ED handoff process, understand its vulnerabilities, improve its function, and measure progress. More effort needs to be dedicated to close the gap between the ideal handoff and its current state.
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